Registration
Standard Price: $320
Subsidizing Price: $370
Subsidized Price: $270

If the subsidized price is financially inaccessible, please wait to register and first apply for financial assistance online.

Altered Books: Making Tangible Our Personal and Prophetic Narratives

Online: Sundays, Jul 14—Sep 8, 12:30—2:30 PM, ET

An interactive online course for learning the techniques of altered bookmaking, and exploring our personal journeys with Jesse White

As a member of our altered book community, you will learn altered bookmaking techniques, how to dig deep and reflect the integrity of your story, and how sharing your book with others can extend Spirit’s message through you into a wider landscape. We will journey together in this process, practicing skills in pilgrimage, discernment, letting go, crossing a threshold, transformation, and integration.

This program offers opportunities to draw, paint, collage, craft pop-ups and other architectural techniques, journal, and explore creativity in community. While techniques will be taught, participants will have the flexibility and autonomy to choose which experiences are right for them, their books, and their stories.

Jesse White